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Do Cooperative Radios Collide?
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Abstract—When cooperative terminals transmit concurrently,
the receiver experiences additional distortion by the presence
of radios carrier offsets and time delays. With the inevitable
inaccuracy in estimating the channel at the receiving end, is it
realistic to assume that relays transmissions do not collide?
To address this question, we provide an analytical framework
to model the effect of channel estimation methods that treat the
channel as deterministic and unknown, and derive the average
symbol error rate (SER) of a maximum likelihood sequence
decoder (MLSD) and of a linear minimum mean squared error
(LMMSE) equalizer using such estimates. We select the appropriate architecture by mapping two different channel estimation
techniques onto the proposed analytical framework, and derive
their diversity gain. First we analyze the well known linear
least square channel estimation (LLSE), then, we show how
to cast a compressed channel sensing (CCS) method onto our
analytical model, by a novel approximation of the estimator
noise and modeling mismatch. We observe that the latter is the
key bottleneck in LLSE whereas the CCS appears sufficiently
flexible to deliver the promised gains. This conclusion shows that
collisions models are overly pessimistic, but it also underscores
the need for an advanced receiver synchronization design.
Index Terms—Cooperative communication, channel estimation, diversity, distributed space-time coding.

1. I NTRODUCTION
OOPERATIVE transmission is an attractive method to
form a multi-antenna arrays on the fly, using distributed
wireless devices [1]. Several protocols have been suggested
[2], among them, selective decode and forward (DF) has
gained considerable attention [3] since it is relatively easy
to integrate into existing wireless standards. In a first phase
(P1) of DF, a single source broadcast a recruitment signal
that includes the message to forward; a subset of relays,
that have successfully decoded the message, participate in
the second phase (P2) by forwarding the message (Fig. 1)
toward the destination. When relays are uninformed about
the channel, the source data are encoded, for example, using
distributed coding [4], [5], distributed space-time block coding
(DSTBC) [6], low density parity check codes (LDPC) [7] or
convolutional encoding [8], to add spatio-temporal redundancy
and achieve diversity at the cooperative receiver. Alternatively,
if the relays have channel state information (CSI), distributed
beam-forming is considered a viable option [9].
In most of the prior art, the average symbol error rate (SER)
of the link is often derived assuming the receiver has perfect
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Fig. 1. Example of a cooperative transmission where V = 3 nodes, recruited
during an initial phase (P1), concurrently transmit a space-time code over an
HF channel (P2).

CSI [10]. This analysis is often considered sufficient when
relays transmit in different times or frequency bands, like
in [11]. This allows the end receiver to estimate each link
individually, since each relay transmission is conveyed via a
single-input-single-output (SISO) channel. Unfortunately, it is
well known that this method reduces the spectral efficiency by
a 1/V factor, where V is the number of relays. This is unlike
MISO systems where the V transmit antennas are activated
concurrently [12]. Is the usual assumption that concurrent
transmissions collide really necessary? Indeed, physical layer
cooperation with concurrent relay transmissions is looked with
skepticism by some, who deem too difficult, if not outright
impossible, to overcome the distortion of having different
radios transmit at unison.
This background has motivated our work, since the current
literature misses a practical case that proves the ability of a
cooperative DF receiver to achieve the diversity gain, when
the effect of the relay asynchronism is compounded with
challenging time varying channels, like the so called Watterson
model [13]. In fact, while forwarding the message to the recipient, each relay contributes adversely to the overall channel
distortion due to their different location, mobility, adverse
multi-path scattering, and other impairments that depend on
the physical radio components, like the different processing
delays and oscillator mismatches. All the effects combined in
a single channel, contribute to the overall delay and frequency
spread and may decrease significantly the odds of establishing
a link [14].
Rather than embarking in exhaustive simulation campaigns,
what we provide and propose in this paper is an analytical
approach to determine how the cooperative link error rate and
diversity of two decoders, namely Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation (MLSE) and linear minimum mean squared
error (LMMSE) equalization followed by hard decisions, are
affected by the use of channel estimates, in lieu of the actual
CSI in the observation. When compared to similar studies, a
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fundamental difference in our approach is that we differentiate
between the underlying actual linear time-varying channel that
characterizes the received observation (whose parameters are
in the vector hd ) and the channel model that is used by the receiver estimator to extract the estimate (the vector ĥd used by
the decoder). In fact, the analysis that we perform is based on
modeling the resulting estimate ĥd as having two components:
one, denoted by ψh = hd that accounts for the basic model
mismatch, or bias of the estimate, and the other one (wh )
that incorporates the effect of the observation noise during
the training phase. To manage the complex interdependence
between decision errors and channel estimation errors ĥd , we
mainly rely on two approximations, (i) we neglect error terms
that are of order higher than one [15]; (ii) we model the
difference between the output of the presumed channel and
actual channel as additional Gaussian independent noise (i.e.
using maximum entropy equivalent), rather than using their
exact statistics [16]. This leads to simplified expressions that
closely approximate the performance, and that are easier to
compare against the ideal performance than the exact ones.
The main advantage of our approach is that we can test how
robust certain hypotheses are when studying the error rate
performance; in particular model mismatches can be easily
compared to other factors, such as, for example, decoding
strategy or simply noise.
We offer two concrete examples where the channel estimate
can, in one case exactly and in the second case approximately, be mapped into the model we just mentioned, i.e.
ĥd = ψh + wh . The first case is the well known case of
Linear Least Square Estimate (LLSE) when the channel is
assumed Linear Time Invariant (see e.g. [17]), that we use
as a benchmark. The second one, is the case of Compressed
Channel Sensing (CCS) [18] using a time-frequency, or Gabor,
dictionary [19], to better capture the time-varying nature of the
channel. In the case of CCS, to provide the mapping of the
estimate ĥd = ψh + wh , we develop a novel oracle estimator
to determine ψh . Numerical tests show that our mapping is
effective in predicting the actual performance of the receiver,
and that one can use analytical insights, rather than relying
on heavy simulations of the CCS followed by the decoder of
choice.
Our results highlight that it is nearly impossible to identify
an SNR range for either decoding strategy, where the LLSE
estimation mismatch does not propagate to the decoding stage
so significantly, that diversity gains are still detectable. On the
contrary, CCS combined with either decoding methods allows
to reclaim the diversity that otherwise would have been lost.
Hence, the answer to the question posed in the title is that
cooperative relays collide if the receiver uses the linear time
invariant (LTI) channel model, but that better signal processing
at the receiver, such as for example CCS, can resolve the
problem.
A. Related Work and Paper Contribution
The end-receiver design for cooperative links has yet to
receive the deserved attention in the literature. Many articles address the subject of cooperation from an information
theoretic standpoint, mainly by analyzing different protocols
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or source/channel encoding schemes that enhance capacity,
outage probability and diversity [12], [20]–[24]. In many
instances, the analysis assumes perfect CSI, slow fading and
perfectly synchronized receivers. In [25] cooperative gains
are achieved through delay diversity, but the scheme suffers
from low spectral efficiency and relies on the receiver prior
knowledge of the transmission delays. A similar approach also
appears in [26]–[28] which also conclude that through an asynchronous transmission, the cooperative receiver will perform
comparably as if the system were to transmit synchronously
over orthogonal slots. Delays in this model belong to a finite
discrete set, known by the receiver. Recently, [29] studied the
effects of channel estimation errors and synchronization misalignments of an asynchronous concurrent transmission. By
modeling the channel estimation errors as Gaussian random
variables, that are independent from the channel fading, the
author concludes that an increasing number of relays reduces
the effects of errors, but at the cost of a poor time of arrival
estimation.
In addition to many other subtle differences in capturing the
effect of channel estimation onto the receiver performance,
at present none of the previous literature has addressed the
following key question: should cooperative relay transmissions
be viewed as collisions, from an error rate performance standpoint, or not? Our paper tries to provide analytical insights
and a compelling case study to answer the question, indicating
what receiver designs are up to the task of decoding the signal
as well as harvesting the cooperative gains.
Since traditional estimation methods for dispersive channels, based on a block LTI Finite Impulse Response (FIR)
channel model, are not up to the task of synchronizing
the receiver, we provide insights on how state of the art
channel methods can overcome the obstacle. We focus on
the emerging technique of compressed channel sensing (CCS)
[18], [30], proposed for several different contexts, such as
underwater acoustic communications [31]–[33], ultrawideband (UWB) [34] and mobile multiple-input-multiple-output
(MIMO) multi-carrier communication [35], [36]. Our work, to
the best of our knowledge, is the first providing an analytical
framework to establish what is the effect of CCS on symbol
decoding.
The organization of the article is as follows. In Sec. 2 we
introduce the time-varying receiver models, Sec. 3 presents
a general additive error model for the estimated channel and
derives bounds on the average error rate for both the MLSD
and LMMSE; their diversity is analyzed in Sec. 4 for a specific
channel distribution. Sec. 5 examines the linear and sparse
channel estimators and, for each, specifies the error model. In
Sec. 6 we simulate the specific case of an HF channel applied
to the each receiver configuration to draw our conclusions on
the ability of a cooperative receiver to capture the diversity
under time-varying channel conditions.
2. T HE C OOPERATIVE M ODEL
We consider a set of V relays, successfully recruited during the broadcast phase (P1), and available to concurrently
transmit a shared message during the cooperative phase (P2).
Since, during P1, nodes receive from a single source, the
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source to relay link performance is rather straightforward.
Hence, our paper focuses on the performance of P2 only, rather
than studying the end to end link, since we are interested
in grasping the challenge of synchronizing the end receiver
when multiple cooperating nodes transmit concurrently, and
to determine its implications on the validity of the collision
model for the cooperative relays. Other aspects that play a role
in the end-to-end performance, are irrelevant and obnubilate
our ability to address this compelling question. Hence, assume
in the following that all relay decoded correctly the data after
P1.
A block transmission system is implemented, where [37]
known pilot symbols, t ∈ CNt , and unknown data, d ∈ CNd ,
alternate over time. To ease the notation we omit the index of
the block. The length of each block, Nt + Nd , and the amount
of training, Nt , are chosen parameters and, at the receiver side,
there are Kt and Kd receiver samples that correspond to the
training and communication signals. The channel encoding for
in t and d may differ; for example, a system could map d on a
QAM constellations and select a chirp waveform samples for
t [38]. In this paper, we specify a common average symbol energy, Es ∈ R+ for both training samples and data, and assume
that the data vector that is drawn uniformly at random from a
constellation A, such that E{d} = 0 and E{ddH } = Es INd . In
modeling the channel, we assume that there is a time varying
frequency selective channel between each transmitter and the
end receiver, with ht,v ∈ CKt L and hd,v ∈ CKd L vectors
stacking Kt and Kd , L taps long, impulse responses of the
vth user, excited during the Kt samples of the training, and
the Kd samples of the data, respectively. The entire set of
impulse response for all samples and all antennas are denoted
by ht and hd . Due to the linearity of the channel, the vectors
of samples, yt ∈ CKt and yd ∈ CKd capture training and
data phases, respectively, in two equivalent forms. In the first
form the noiseless channel output is written as a time-varying
convolution/coding matrix, built with the training or the data
symbols, multiplying ht and hd respectively; in the second
form, the roles are reversed, and a time-varying channel matrix
multiplies training or the data symbols. More specifically, for
the training phase, Ψv (t) ∈ CKt ×Kt L , represents the timevarying convolution matrix that is applied to the vth channel
ht,v ,
V

yt =
Ψv (t)ht,v + wt = Ψ (t)ht + wt ,
(2.1)
v=1

where wt ∼ CN (0, N0 IKt ) is the receiver noise of variance N0 , and Ψ (t)  (Ψ1 (t), . . . , Ψv (t), . . . , ΨV (t)) ∈
CKt ×Kt LV is the aggregate training matrix. During data transmission the relays implement a distributed linear cooperative
code of V dimensions, like the multi-antenna space-time (ST)
scheme [39]. Then, the model yd is equivalently described by
a superposition of V signals as follows,
yd =

V


Φv (d)hd,v + wd = Φ (d)hd + wd

(2.2)

v=1

where wd ∼ CN (0, N0 IKd ) is the noise during the data
interval, uncorrelated with wt , Φ (d) ∈ CKd ×Kd LV is the
aggregate equivalent code matrix, where the operators Φv (·)

and Φ (·) implement the time-varying convolution and rearrange the data elements according to the selected ST code.
Alternatively to (2.1) and (2.2) we equivalently specify yt and
yd by
yt = Ψ(ht )t + wt

yd = Φ(hd )d + wd

(2.3)

where Ψ(ht ) ∈ CKt ×Nt and Φ(hd ) ∈ CKd ×Nd are constructed by the operators Ψ(·) and Φ(·) such that both equalities, Ψ(ht )t  Ψ (t)ht and Φ(hd )d  Φ (d)hd hold.
Remark 1: The expressions (2.1) and (2.2) represent the
ground truth, as they account for all the possible variations.
Clearly, channel estimation is not a tractable problem without
further restrictions on this model that reduce the number
of parameters. In Sec. 5, we review methods that reduce
the unknowns in the true model to make the estimation
problem solvable, whose performance we compare in our
analysis. There, and in the following section that defines
two possible cooperative detectors, we only consider designs
that treat the channel deterministic but unknown. Approaches
using stochastic channel models, though interesting, result in
receiver architectures that are not amenable to the type of
analysis we carry out next.
3. E RROR R ATE OF THE C OOPERATIVE R ECEIVER WITH
I MPERFECT CSI
We measure the cooperative gains of different receiver
configurations through the average symbol error rate (SER),
P̄e (ρ) ∈ R+ , expressed as a function of the signal-to-noise
(SNR) ratio ρ ∈ R+ . To derive the SER we assume a channel
estimator that treats the channel as deterministic, but unknown.
We assume that there is a true vector of channel parameters
hd and call its estimate ĥd ∈ CKd LV . Our analysis is based
on a model for the estimate that includes: (i) a zero mean
noise error with a Gaussian distribution, and (ii), an unknown
modeling error term, independent of the noise, that arises
after the simplifications of the true model (2.1) made by
the channel estimator. Both contributions are included in the
additive model,
(3.1)
ĥd = ψh + wh
where, (i) ψh (ht ) ∈ CKd LV , is the bias in the approximation
of the channel hd , ψh is a function of ht but is independent
of the noise vt embedded in the training interval observations;
and (ii) wh (ht , vt ) ∈ CKd LV , is the noise component of the
channel estimate, which depends on both ht and vt . More
specifically, we assume that the noise contribution is Gaussian,
wh ∼ CN (0, N0 (Ah AH
h )), with a normalized covariance
determined by the matrix Ah ∈ CKd LV ×Kt , whose structure
depends on the channel estimator of choice and on the properties of the training design. When the noise in (3.1) vanishes,
N0 → 0, the difference, hd − ψh represents the residual
modeling error, i.e. a mismatch between the true channel hd
and its best noiseless approximation ψh . The persistence of
such error is an indicator of the quality of the selected channel
estimator. We derive the conditional SER, P̄e (hd , ψh ; ρ) ∈ R,
based on a single realization of ht and hd , and average it so
that:


P̄e (ρ) = Ehd ,ψh P̄e (hd , ψh ; ρ) .
(3.2)
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In the next section, we analyze the effects of hd − ψh on
P̄e (hd , ψh ; ρ) for two popular decoding options, (i) the MLSD;
and (ii) the LMMSE, which is computationally attractive but a
sub-optimal decoding method. Using specific encoding structures embedded in the mapping Φ(·), one can harvest spatial
but also delay diversity even with the LMMSE; however, the
MLSD is the premier choice to gather all channel diversity at
the receiver.
Remark 2: Although it is out of the scope of this paper, our
expressions of the error rate on the cooperative link (P2) can be
extended to the general case of a DF end-to-end error analysis
by, (i) conditioning P̄e (hd , ψh ; ρ) on the event that the relay
has erroneously decoded the broadcast message (P1), (ii) by
modeling each broadcast link as a SISO channel and averaging
on that error event. Accounting for large-scale fading and
shadowing effects, the end-to-end analysis can provide tradeoffs between the network topology and the physical layer
performance.
A. The MLSD Cooperative Link Error Rate
The ML detector with imperfect CSI, searches across a
finite lattice A for the optimal vector

2
dˆ = arg min yd − Φ(ĥd )d 
(3.3)
d ∈A

where dˆ ∈ CNd , d ∈ CNd and Φ(ĥd ) ∈ CKd ×Nd is
the coded channel matrix built upon ĥd . Then, the average
error
 rate for a single channel realization is P̄e (hd , ψh ; ρ) =
Ed P(dˆ = d|hd , ht ; ρ) and is typically approximated by the
union bound of the pairwise error event [40]. After substituting
the true model yd (2.2) in (3.3), the error event, {dˆ = d},
will have statistics that depend on a weighted sum of non2
central chi-square random variables vd  and on a mixture
of interference terms (see Appendix A). The distribution of
the former exists but as an infinite sum [41] that, unless it
is implemented numerically, does not provide insights about
the impact of the modeling error hd − ψh on P̄e (hd , ψh ; ρ).
Instead, we approximate P̄e (hd , ψh ; ρ) at an high SNR regime
so that the contribution from vd 2 becomes negligible and
model the interference term as Gaussian, based on a maximum
entropy model. Lastly, we bound the event {dˆ = d} by typical
events consisting of a single letter error in the decoded vector
compared to the original one. Though in general this may not
be the largest term in the union bound, it can be used to gauge
the trend of the new approximated SER, with the advantage
of leading to an expression that solely depends on the channel
realization. This approach leads to the following proposition:
Proposition 1: Let δmin em ∈ CNd be a single error pairwise
distance, where em is the mth coordinate vector, weighted
by the minimum distance δmin ∈ C between two symbols of
the constellation A. The approximated SER is bounded by an
expression that depends on the realization of the true channel
hd and of its noiseless estimate ψh
Nd

 N̄e 
P̄e hd , ψh ; ρ 
Nd m=1

γmin φm (ψh )2
Q
ρ−1 φm (ψh )2 + ΦH (hd − ψh )φm (ψh )2

(3.4)

where Φ(hd − ψh ) ∈ CKd ×Nd , φm (ψh )  {Φ(ψh )}m ∈
|δmin |
CKd , the SNR ρ = NEs0 ∈ R+ , a constant γmin = √
∈ R+
2Es
from A, and N̄e is the average number of nearest neighbors
per dimension.
Proof: See the Appendix A
The bound (3.4) shows that the modeling error, hd − ψh ,
introduces an error floor when ρ → ∞
ρ→∞

P̄e (hd , ψh ; ρ) −−−−−→



Nd
γmin φm (ψh )2
N̄e 
Q
Nd m=1
ΦH (hd − ψh )φm (ψh )
(3.5)

The magnitude of this error does not depend on the SNR but
on the set of angles between the column space of Φ(ψh ) and
Φ(hd ): the smaller the angles, the smaller is the error. The
worse case occurs when the two column spaces are orthogonal
to each other.
B. The LMMSE Receiver Cooperative Link Error Rate
If dˆ in (3.3) is chosen over the entire complex field, the
solution is the output of the LMMSE equalizer [17]
zd = Φ† (ĥd )yd = Φ† (ĥd )Φ(hd )d + Φ† (ĥd )wd

(3.6)

where zd ∈ CNd are the equalized symbols whose metric
matches the A constellation. A decision is made by searching
for the vector d ∈ CNd with the smallest Euclidean distance
from zd
2
(3.7)
dˆ = arg min zd − d 
d ∈A

where dˆ ∈ CNd are the symbol decisions.
After expanding the pseudo-inverse operator with (3.1),
discarding the second order noise terms and applying a maximum entropy model to the interference, we study the high
SNR behavior of the detector and identify the contribution
of both modeling error and noise. The outcome of these
approximations is in the following statement:
Proposition 2: Let δmin em ∈ CNd be a single error pairwise
distance, where em is the mth coordinate vector, weighted by
the minimum distance δmin ∈ C between two symbols of the
constellation A. The approximated SER of the LMMSE is
bounded by an expression that depends on the realization of
the of the true channel hd and of its noiseless estimate ψh

Nd
2 ρ
N̄e 
γmin
P̄e (hd , ψh ; ρ) 
Q
(3.8)
Nd m=1
{ρCζ + Cu }m,m
with the covariances, Cζ (hd , ψh )
Cu (hd , ψh ) ∈ CNd ×Nd , given by

∈

CNd ×Nd


H
Cζ = Φ† (ψh )Φ(hd − ψh )ΦH (hd − ψh ) Φ† (ψh )

Cu = Φ† (ψh ) INd + Es

Nd


and
and


Φ(ai )ΓΓH ΦH (ai )

i=1


H
  †
H
+ Φ(ai )Φ† (ψh ) ΩΩH Φ(ai )Φ† (ψh )
Φ (ψh ) ,
(3.9)
with, Γ(hd , ψh ) ∈ CNd ×Nd and Ω(hd , ψh ) ∈ CKd ×Nd , given
by, Γ = INd + Φ† (ψh )Φ(hd − ψh ), and


Ω = IKd − Φ(ψh )Φ† (ψh ) Φ(hd − ψh ),
(3.10)
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and Φ(ai ) ∈ CKd ×Nd argument is the ith column of
ai  {Ah }i ∈ CKd LV , where Ah is defined after (3.1),
as part of the statistics of the channel estimate noise term
wh ∼ CN (0, N0 (Ah AH
h )).
Proof: See the Appendix B
The matrix Ω measures the subspace error between Φ(hd )
and its reconstruction Φ(ψh ), which vanishes when Φ(ψh ) is
square or under moderate channel variations. Naturally, all
the noise terms, adding to the equalization error the term
N0 Cu , vanish when ρ → ∞; however, the receiver error
asymptotically saturates, driven by the covariance Cζ of the
residual inter-symbol interferer (ISI),

Nd
2
N̄e 
γmin
ρ→∞
P̄e (hd , ψh ; ρ) −−−−−−→
Q
(3.11)
Nd m=1
{Cζ }m,m
4. D IVERSITY A NALYSIS
It is well known that cooperative communication provides
spatial diversity. This enhancement is measured by averaging
the SER P̄e (hd , ψh ; ρ), over the channel realizations, hd , and
its noiseless estimate ψh (ht ), and by tracing the asymptotic
decay on a logarithmic scale [42]. Both (3.5) and (3.8) indicate
the presence of an error floor, that makes the conventional
asymptotic (high SNR) diversity analysis superfluous. For
this reason a more informative measure is the local diversity
η(ρ) ∈ R, defined as:
 

1
log Ehd ,ψh P̄e hd , ψh ; ρ ,
(4.1)
η(ρ) = −
log ρ
since it identifies the SNR range where diversity gains are
available. However, to analyze the decay of η(ρ) and identify
the best operating point for ρ, we have to introduce a stochastic
model for both ht and hd and for the resulting
 channel
estimate ĥd , to average the conditional SER, P̄e hd , ψh ; ρ
over the channel realizations. Thus, in this section we take the
deterministic channels responses used in the previous analysis
and replace them with random outcomes of an underlying
wide-sense stationary (WSS) correlated complex Gaussian
random model. The end receiver is agnostic of this model,
and considers the channel as a deterministic block fading
model. For instance, the example used in the numerical
section is a time-varying multi-path narrowband channel often
encountered in cooperative HF transmission. All the impulse
responses of a single block can be expressed as a linear
combination of an i.i.d. Gaussian vector a ∈ CQV , with
a being stationary on a coherence interval that spans over
several blocks and with Q as the number of channels per user,
therefore


hd = Πd a
a ∼ CN 0, (1/η̄) Iη̄
(4.2)
ht = Πt a
with η̄ = QV as the available spatial degrees of freedom; and
where the matrices, Πt ∈ CKt LV ×η̄ and Πd ∈ CKd LV ×η̄ ,
capture the time-frequency variations over a block period.
When these variations are well localized in time and frequency
and ΠH
to
we should expect ΠH
t Πt ∝ Iη̄
d Πd ∝ Iη̄
be diagonally dominated. Together with the distribution, the
analysis also requires a partial knowledge of the structure
of Φ(·). To simplify our analysis we consider linear spacetime block codes (STBC), like [43], and introduce two binary

matrices, JΦ ∈ NKd LV ×Kd LV and Jφm ∈ NKd LV ×Kd LV , that
select all the active elements of, Φ(hd ) and φm (hd ), such that,
Φ(hd )2F  JΦ hd 2 and φm (hd )2  Jφm hd 2 , hold. In
the next section the diversity of the MLSD is analyzed; for the
LMMSE, instead, the evaluation is carried out numerically.
A. MLSD Receiver
Proposition 3: A lower bound on the local diversity,
η (MLSD) (ρ) ∈ R, for the MLSD receiver is
η (MLSD) (ρ) ≥


1

0

Nd
N̄e 
−1
log
log ρ
Nd m=1


η̄

1−
i=1

|σi |

−1
(σi )η̄
exp
u(σi ) dy

(σ
−
σ
)
ρ
σi

i
i =i i
(4.3)



with the integral calculated over the set of eigenvalues,
σi (y; m) ∈ R, whose dependency on the mth column index
and on the variable, y, is specified by,
 
2
σi (y; m) = λi γmin Q−1 (y) ΠH
h Jφm Πh
− (Πh − Πd )H JΦ (Πh − Πd )

(4.4)

where Πh = Ah Πt ∈ CKd LV ×η̄ , λi (·) as the operator which
returns the ith eigenvalue ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , η̄}, u(·) as the unit step
function, and with Q−1 (·) as the inverse of the Q-function.
Proof: See the Appendix C
A deeper look at this expression shows that the MLSD receiver
is bounded by a sum of terms O(ρ−k ) with k ≤ η̄. This is
apparent using a lower bound for η (MLSD) (ρ), obtained replacing
the Chernoff bound [40] in lieu of the probability expression
in (A.16),
P

η̄


σi (y; m)|{ã}i |2 ≤ ρ−1 ≤ min e−s
s>0

i=1
η̄


η̄



−1
2
1 + sρ σi (y; m)
E e−sρσi (y;m) |ãi | = min e−s
s>0

i=1

i=1

with parameter s > 0 and, ã ∈ CN (0, Iη̄ /η̄) ∼ a, as the
equivalent channel fades after
 the eigenvalue decomposition
(4.4). The random event ( η̄i=1 σi (y; m)|{ã}i |2 ≤ ρ−1 ) can
be interpreted as the event that estimated channel is in deep
fade and, hence, its probability decays as an O(ρ−η̄ ), if and
only if all eigenvalues are positive, σi (y; m) > 0. This is
consistent with (4.3), since the unit step functions u(σi ) set
to zero the contributions from terms having σi (y; m) < 0.
Instead, to have σi (y; m) > 0, requires a positive definite
matrix argument in (4.4),
  −1 2 H
γmin Q (y) Πh Jφm Πh − (Πh − Πd )H JΦ (Πh − Πd ) 0.
(4.5)
Solving for y, returns an interval, y ∈ (Q(π ∗ ), Q(−π ∗ )) ⊆
(0, 1), where the contribution from every σi (y; m) reaches full
diversity, with the boundaries, Q(π ∗ ) and Q(−π ∗ ), specified
by
−1

π ∗ = γmin min λ1/2
(Πd − Πh )H JΦ (Πd − Πh )
i
i∈{1,...,η̄}

×

(ΠH
h

 (Πd −Πh )→0
Jφm Πh ) −−−−−−−−−−→ ∞

(4.6)
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Under perfect CSI conditions, Πh = Πd , and, as expected,
every σi (y; m) contributes with full diversity. Otherwise, there
will be intervals of y where their contribution have an O(ρ−k )
with k < η̄, lowering the bound for η (MLSD) (ρ). The overall
loss in diversity will depend on how narrow is the range
(Q(π ∗ ), Q(−π ∗ )) relative to (0, 1). The width of this interval
depends on the ability of the channel estimator to decrease the
mismatch between Πd and Πh , as can be seen in (4.5).

A. Error Model of the Linear Channel Estimator
A classic method in receiver design is to assume a block fading model, meaning that the state of the cooperative channel
remains approximately invariant over at least the duration of
a single block. This simplification greatly reduces the number
of unknowns in (2.1) from Kt LV down to LV , and the
estimation problem becomes solvable by minimizing the leastsquares (LS) error,
ĥ(LTI) = arg min  yt − Ψ(LTI) (t)h 

B. LMMSE Receiver
A lower bound of the local diversity η (LMMSE) (ρ) for the
LMMSE receiver with imperfect CSI,
Nd

−1
η
log
(ρ) ≥
log ρ
m=1




2
N̄e
ρ
γmin
1
log
Ehd ,ψh exp −
−
2{Cu + ρCζ }m,m
log ρ
Nd

2

(5.1)

h∈CLV

(LMMSE)

,
(4.7)

will be identified numerically, as the expression does not lend
itself to a simple analytical evaluation, given the several terms
in Cu and Cζ . A perfect CSI condition, ψh = hd , implies
that Cu = (ΦH (hd )Φ(hd ))−1 and Cζ = 0; therefore, to have
η (LMMSE-CSI)(ρ) → η (MLSD-CSI) (ρ), requires Cu to be diagonal and
full rank. Under moderate channel variations, codes like TRSTBC [44], meant for LTI channels, capture only part of the
available cooperative diversity [45].

5. C HANNEL E STIMATION E RROR M ODELS
So far we have given for granted that the estimator output ĥd
can be modeled as postulated in (3.1). The resulting analysis
of the error rate and of the local diversity suggests to minimize
2
the strength of the modeling error hd − ψh  . However, this
aim needs to be balanced with the need of containing the
number of parameters used in fitting the channel, since the
larger is the number of parameters, the more sensitive the
estimate is to noise.
To give concrete examples on how the model (3.1) can be
used in practice, in the next sections we consider two possible
estimators that result from fitting the actual channel with two
approximations, specifically: (i) the well known LLSE, that
assumes an underlying block LTI FIR channel and (ii) CCS,
which assumes that the channel is governed by a finite number
of unknown parameters and exploits a time-frequency basis
[19] to derive a sparse model, comparable to the work in
[35]. In both cases we map the output of the estimator into
the model for ĥd proposed in (3.1). That includes specifying
estimate bias, ψh , and the normalized noise covariance Ah AH
h
of the noise term wh , for a given deterministic pair ht , hd ; this
model is used to relate the statistics of ht used to compute the
diversity to the statistics of ĥd , as motivated by Remark 1. The
specific expressions for ψh and Ah that correspond to these
two channel estimators are used in the MLSD and LMMSE
expressions of P̄e (hd , ψh ; ρ) (3.2) and averaged over ht and
hd , to study the average performance and diversity.

with Ψ(LTI) (t) ∈ CKt ×LV designed such that Ψ(LTI) (t)h(LTI) 
Ψ (t)(1Kt ⊗ h(LTI) ) holds, with 1Kt ∈ NKt , as the all-ones
vector.
It is known that in this case the model in (3.1) is exact,
and the specific parameters of the channel estimate model are
specified by ĥd = Ah yt with the decomposed terms given by,
ψh = Ah Ψ (t)ht

Ah = 1Kd ⊗ (Ψ(LTI) (t))†

(5.2)

The
 (LTI) selection
 of the training t is such that
Ψ (t)H Ψ(LTI) (t) ∝ ILV to meet the rank requirement
and to minimize the noise contribution to the estimate
[46]. Alternatively, by a simple linear interpolation [47],
the impulse responses between two consecutive training
transmissions, of t(n) and t(n+1) , separated by Kt + Kd
symbols, are reconstructed by linearly weighting the
corresponding LTI estimates, ĥ(LTI,n) and ĥ(LTI,n+1) , at
any instant k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Kd − 1}, by the coefficient
βk = (Kt /2 + k)/(Kt + Kd ) and (1 − βk ), respectively.1
The error model becomes,
ĥd,k = (1 − βk ) ĥ(LTI,n) + βk ĥ(LTI,n+1)
(LTI,n)

(LTI,n+1)

ψh,k = (1 − βk ) ψh
+ βk ψh
(5.3)


(LTI)
(n) †
(LTI)
(n+1) †
Ah,k = (1 − βk )(Ψ (t )) , βk (Ψ (t
))
B. Error Model of the Compressed Channel Sensing
Compressed Channel Sensing (CCS) can be effectively
applied to estimate cooperative channels by assuming that
the contribution from each user to the cooperative channel
consists on a limited number of paths, and that each path
contributes independently to the uncertainty in ht by a single
delay, Doppler and fading coefficient, with a common offset
added to each Doppler, that models the local oscillator offset.
Specifically, the cooperative receiver further assumes that, (i)
all the delay, Doppler’s and fading’s are stationary over several
block periods, (ii) each delay and Doppler pair belongs to a
finite and quantized set of P elements that is common to all the
V users, and form a time-frequency dictionary Gk ∈ CL×P
[48] where each atom models a single impulse, of L taps,
associated to a single quantized delay-Doppler pair. Then,
each single instant impulse response, ht,v,k ∈ CL of ht,v , is
approximated by a linear combinations of few atoms, weighted
by the unknown coefficients in αv ∈ CP . 2 CCS is most
effective if an accurate sparse approximation of the impulse
1 For this case we need to deviate from Remark 1 and assign block indices
to both the LTI estimate and the training
2 Our description of G is general but an example of a Gabor frame [19]
k
is included in our numerical section.
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response exists in the dictionary Gk . This is typically true if
the dictionary is highly redundant, meaning that L << P , so
that every impulse response is compressible with respect to
Gk [49]. Within this framework, the estimation of α ∈ CP V
can be cast into a compressed sensing (CS) problem [50],
2

min α0 subject to  yt − Ψ (t)Gt α  ≤ 0 (5.4)
α


where Gt = diag Gt,1 , . . . , Gt,v , . . . , Gt,V ∈ CKt LV ×P V
is a block diagonal matrix that extends the dictionary Gk
to the training interval and to the V users, with Gt,v =
T
 T
G1 , . . . , GTk , . . . , GTKt ∈ CKt L×P , Ψ (t) ∈ CKt ×Kt LT is
the training matrix now acting as a sensing matrix [49], and
together with Gt forms an overcomplete CS basis Ψ (t)Gt ∈
CKt ×P V with α = vec(α1 , . . . , αv , . . . , αV ) ∈ CP V as the
unknown sparse support, and with 0 ∈ R+ as a noise tolerance. CCS solutions α̂ ∈ CP V are found by relying on greedy
algorithms [51] or 1 minimizers [52]. Their ability to identify
the sparsest solution relies on the training design and, often
but not always [53], on the restricted isometry property (RIP)
[49]. Another advantage of this method is that it naturally
leads to an interpolation strategy, by simple continuation of
the basis function evolution during the data period. Hence, by
the stationary assumption, the sparse vector estimated during
training, is used to estimate the channel response with the
appropriate continuation basis Gd ∈ CKd LV ×P V ,
ĥd = Gd α̂

(5.5)

In the case of CCS the application of the model in (3.1) is
anything but obvious, given that the recovery methodology is
highly non-linear. In the following proposition, we approximate the model by resorting to an approach similar to those
adopted to obtain oracle bounds on the performance, where, in
essence, the channel support is known a priori through some
oracle [54]–[56]. Numerically we observe that the method
proposed in the following proposition closely approximates
the CCS estimator performance based on the greedy solution
of (5.4).
Proposition 4: For a given channel realization, hd and ht ,
and noise variance N0 , the CCS estimate ĥd that solves (5.4)
can be approximated by

†
(5.6)
ĥd = Gd,S Ψ (t)Gt,S yt = ψh + wh
with the following terms
ψh = Ah Ψ (t)ht


†
Ah = Gd,S Ψ (t)Gt,S
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Fig. 2.
Cost function (5.9) measured on a single realization of the
cooperative channel, under a moderate Doppler (dξppm = 1 ppm) effect,
traced as a function of the cardinality, |S  | = {1, 2, . . . , 30}, and SNR,
ρ = {0, 4, . . . , 12} dB.

grows along with |S| to prevent an overfitting. At low SNR,
the second term becomes dominant, and few columns will be
selected. In practice solving for S could require an exhaustive
search, however, when (5.8) is aided by an efficient recovery
algorithm, like the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [57],
the search over the domain of S can be replaced by a search
over |S|, with great computational savings,

2



S = arg min hd − ψh (ht , S  ) + N0 Trace Ah (S  )AH
h (S )




subject to S  = OMP Ψ(ht )t, Ψ (t)Gt , S  
 
(5.9)
and S   ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Kt }

where OMP(·) is the OMP algorithm that, for every noiseless
observation Ψ(ht )t, basis Ψ (t)Gt , and sparsity |S  | returns a
single set of indices S  . The stopping criteria is based on the
maximum number of iterations, set to the desired sparsity |S  |.
3
An example of the cost function (5.9), traced with respect
to |S  | and N0 , appears in Fig. 2.
Although the number of active elements |S| does not
necessarily match the total number of delay and Doppler
values that are unknowns in the channel model, due to a
quantization error, this approach remains valid since we expect
the quantized parameters to be clustered around the true
unknown ones [49]; thereby recovering S leads to an estimate
of hd .

(5.7)

where S ∈ P = {1, 2, . . . , P V } is a subset of columns,
Gt,S ∈ CKt LV ×|S| and Gd,S ∈ CKd LV ×|S| are the selected
subspaces of Gt and Gd , respectively. The support S, provided
by the oracle and used in the model in (5.6), is selected after
solving the minimization


S = arg min hd − ψh (S  )2 + N0 Trace Ah (S  )Ah (S  )H
S  ∈P

 = 0 dB
 = 4 dB
 = 8 dB
 = 12 dB

0.1

Average MSE



0.12

(5.8)
Proof: See the Appendix D
The selection of S depends on the modeling error and shows
that, in the absence of noise, the scheme selects the largest
number of columns to better approximate hd . The second term,
instead, acts as a regularization parameter which, instead,

6. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
To benchmark our receiver we simulate a cooperative
channel designed for a two antenna system, V = 2. The
transmitted cooperative block is formed by a data vector d of
Nd = 16 × 2 = 32 symbols modulated with QPSK and TRSTBC encoded [44], thus N̄e = 2 and V = 2; and by a Nt =
32 × 2 symbol length training, t = vec(t1 , t2 ), constructed
from two cubic sequences [58], {t1 }k = exp(j2πk 3 /37) ∈ C
and {t2 }k = exp(j2πk 3 /47) ∈ C with 0 ≤ k < Nt /2. The
3 Alternatively, with a small performance loss, the minimization (5.9)
can be replaced by the set of columns returned by OMP for the average number of selected columns, Eht ,hd |S|, for a given SNR, S =
OMP(Ψ(ht )t, Ψ (t)Gt , Eht ,hd |S|).
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∀ k ∈ Kt and where l ∈ {0, . . . , L − 1} is the tap index,
q ∈ {1, . . . , Q} the path index of Q = 2 independently fading
paths per user, specified by the vth fading coefficients, av ∈
CQ , of a = vec(a1 , . . . , av , . . . , aV ). The same approach is
valid for hd,v after substituting Kt with Kd .
We select the symbol rate 1/Ts = 2.4 kHz, a typical choice
in HF communication [59]. The set of propagation delays,
τv,q ∼ U(0, τmax ) ∈ R+ , is uniformly distributed and has a
maximum spread of τmax = (L − 1)Ts ≈ 2.1 ms. The carrier
offset for the v-th oscillator, ξv ∼ U(− 12 ξmax , 12 ξmax ) ∈ R, is
uniformly distributed over a range of ξmax = (ξc dξppm )10−6
Hz, defined by the maximum deviation of dξppm ∈ {1, 2, 3}
ppm of a ξc = 10 MHz HF carrier.
Lastly, g(·) ∈ R is a truncated raised-cosine function
such that g(lTs ) = 0 when 0 > l > L. In a narrowband
transmission τv,q is usually approximated as time invariant,
τv,q ≈ τv,q (k); moreover, the delays have small impact on
the performance when TR-STBC is used, due to its ability
to extract delay diversity [45]. Therefore simulating a single
τmax is sufficient.
The CCS receiver is implemented with a time-frequency
dictionary [19] Gk ∈ CL×P


{Gk }l,p = exp j2πΔν(−F/2 + f  )kTs g(lTs − Δε d )
(6.2)
of dimensions (D, F ) = (τmax /Δε + 1, ξmax /Δν + 1) ∈
N2 , P = F D, resolution (Δε, Δν) = (Ts /2, dξppm /2) ∈
R2 , and delay-frequency indices d ∈ {0, 1, . . . , D − 1} and
f  ∈ {0, 1, . . . , F − 1}; therefore the p-th column is selected
by p = Df  + d . The basis Gt and Gd are constructed by
concatenating (as described in Sec. 5) the set of {Gk } matrices
generated at every instant k ∈ Kt , and at k ∈ Kd during the
data interval, respectively.
The oracle aided estimator (5.9), denoted by SP-ORCL,
is compared against the sparse estimator, denoted SP-OMP,
that approximates the solution of (5.4) also with OMP, implemented as function α̂ = OMP2 (yt , Ψ (t)Gt , N0 ), that returns

dppm=2 ppm
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Fig. 3.
Channel MSE, K1 V Ehd − ĥd 2 , comparing the LLSE (LSd
LTI) (dashed black) against the sparse estimator (SP-OMP) (solid blue), with
different training lengths Nt = {32, 64, 128} at dξppm = 2 ppm.

dppm=1 ppm

−1

10

−2

10

Average MSE

block has unitary average power (Es = 1) and, consequently,
ρ = 1/N0 and γmin = 1.
To decode a single data vector, the receiver stores two
consecutive blocks and concatenates the training observations,
that are adjacent to the data interval, into a single vector yt ,
for a total of Kt = 2(Nt /2 + L − 1) symbols, where L = 6 is
the length of the time-varying impulse response. For the data,
instead, there are Kd = 2(Nd /2 + L − 1) symbols. Therefore,
the time index, k, of the stored symbols belongs either to the
set, Kt = {0, 1, . . . , Kt /2−1}∪{Kt/2+Kd, . . . , Kt +Kd −1}
for the training or , Kd = {0, . . . , Kd − 1} for the data,
respectively.
To generate the cooperative channels, as in
(4.2), it requires Πt (and Πd ) to be organized as
Πt = diag(Πt,1 , . . . , Πt,v , . . . , Πt,V ) ∈ CKt LV ×QV with
T

Πt,v = ΠTt,v,0 , . . . , ΠTt,v,k . . . , ΠTt,v,Kt +Kd −1
∈ CKt L×Q
(∀ k ∈ Kt ). The same applies to Πd after swapping
the set Kd with Kt . Then, the vth channel,
ht,v
=
vec(ht,v,0 , . . . , ht,v,k , . . . , ht,v,Kt +Kd −1 ) with
ht,v,k ∈ CL is specified by ht,v,k = Πt,v,k av with


Πt,v,k l,q = exp(j2πξv kTs ) g(lTs − τv,q ),
(6.1)
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Fig. 4. Channel MSE of LS-LTI (dashed black) and SP-OMP (dashed blue),
decomposed as MSE = MSE1 + MSE2 with contribution from the modeling
error, MSE1 = K1 V Ehd − ψh 2 , and from the noise error, MSE2 =
d
1
Ewh 2 ; configured with a pilot length sequence of Nt = 64 symbols
Kd V
and a carrier offset range of dξppm = 1 ppm.

the estimate, α̂, from the noisy yt , basis Ψ (t)Gt , and noise
level N0 . For this practical implementation the algorithm stops
when the residual error falls below a threshold equal to N0 .
The LLSE, instead, is implemented with either the LTI model
(5.2), denoted by LS-LTI, or by the linear interpolation (5.3),
denoted by LS-INTP.
Channel MSE: the first result (Fig. 3) shows that allocating more energy to the training has an opposite effect on
the two estimators. While the MSE performance of the SPORCL and SP-OMP are improved by the longer measurement
time, driven by a more accurate selection of S, the LLSE
suffers from a modeling mismatch that remains constant (Fig.
4) and dominates the MSE when ρ increases. The effort made
to identify the parameters pays off when dξppm is large,
and contributes to one decade gain between SP-OMP and
LS-INTP at ρ = 10 dB (Fig. 5). SP-ORCL and SP-OMP
perform similarly, confirming Proposition 4; furthermore, both
are clearly less sensitive to changes in dξppm compared to the
LLSE, with the former bounding SP-OMP across the entire
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Fig. 5. Channel MSE comparison between the LLSE (LS-LTI and LSINTP) (black) and the sparse estimator (SP-ORCL and SP-OMP) (blue) at
dξppm = 1.5 ppm (solid) and dξppm = 3 ppm (dashed).

Fig. 7. MLSD Diversity η(ρ) (4.1) with P̄e (hd , ψh ; ρ) given by (3.4)
and channel estimates from the LLSE (LS-INT and LS-INTP) (black) and
the sparse estimator (SP-ORCL and SP-OMP) (blue) at dξppm = 1.5 ppm
(solid) and dξppm = 3 ppm (dashed); (SP-ORCL and SP-OMP curves at
dξppm = 1.5 ppm are not displayed).
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Fig. 6. MLSD SER performance P̄e (ρ) (3.2), with P̄e (hd , ψh ; ρ) given by
(3.4) and channel estimates from the LLSE (LS-LTI and LS-INTP) (black)
and the sparse estimator (SP-OMP and SP-ORCL) (blue) at dξppm = 1.5
ppm (solid) and dξppm = 3 ppm (dashed); (SP-ORCL and SP-OMP curves
at dξppm = 1.5 ppm are not displayed).

SNR range.
MLSD SER and Diversity: the ability of SP-ORCL
(and SP-OMP) to track large offsets, like dξppm = 3 ppm,
results in a small SER loss (< 1 dB at P̄e (ρ) = 10−3 )
from the ideal curve (Fig. 6) leading to almost full diversity,
η (MLSD-CSI) − η (MLSD) ≈ 0.3 (Fig. 7). We observe that at dξppm = 3
ppm, the LLSE scheme fails to provide an acceptable performance, even with a more complex decoding strategy. Lastly,
we observe that the diversity extracted from the empirical error
rate (Fig. 7) is bounded by the theoretical expression (Fig. 8)
as suggested by Prop. 3.
LMMSE SER and Diversity: The LMMSE receiver underperforms the MLSD by loosing up to 20% of the available
diversity, η (MLSD-CSI) − η (LMMSE-CSI) ≈ 0.6 at dξppm = 1.5 ppm (Fig.
9 and 10), due to the time variations altering the TR-STBC
structure of Φ(hd ). Nevertheless, the sparse estimator harvests
almost all the available diversity, in fact SP-ORCL only looses
η (LMMSE-CSI) − η (LMMSE) ≈ 0.2 at ρ = 20 dB. The approximated
performance of the LMMSE relies on the approximated Cζ
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Fig. 8. MLSD Diversity η(ρ) evaluated from the theoretical bound, (4.3),
with channel estimates from the LLSE (LS-INT and LS-INTP) (black) and
the sparse estimator (SP-ORCL) (blue) at dξppm = 1.5 ppm (solid) and
dξppm = 3 ppm (dashed); (SP-ORCL curve at dξppm = 1.5 ppm is not
displayed).

and Cu (3.9), whose accuracy is tested in Fig. 11, and on the
Gaussian approximation of the interference, tested in Fig. 12.
7. C ONCLUSIONS
Our work shows that, even in the presence of substantial
time and carrier asynchrony among relays and time varying
channel conditions, it is possible to harvest diversity via
cooperation by designing robust receiver strategies. In other
words, the collision model is excessively pessimistic, especially considering state of the art synchronization methods,
such as CCS. At more moderate offsets, even the simplest
architecture (LLSE and linear equalization) gains a good
portion of the expected diversity gain. However, the less
sophisticated LLSE channel estimator has a steep drop in
performance as the carrier offset increases (dξppm = 3 ppm),
which is not unlikely in commercial radios, and the decoding
architecture (MLSD or linear equalizer) makes little difference
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Fig. 9. LMMSE SER performance P̄e (ρ) (3.2), with P̄e (hd , ψh ; ρ) given
by (3.8) and channel estimates from the LLSE (LS-LTI and LS-INTP) (black)
and the sparse estimator (SP-OMP and SP-ORCL) (blue) at dξppm = 1.5
ppm (solid) and dξppm = 3 ppm (dashed).
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error
NRE
=
approximated covariance
{hd , ψh }, with ψh given
by LLSE (LS-LTI and LS-INTP) (dashed black) and the sparse estimator
(SP-ORCL) (solid blue); averaged over noise {wd , wh } and data d at
dξppm = 3 ppm. Lower carrier offsets follow a similar trend (not shown).
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Fig. 10. LMMSE Diversity η(ρ) (4.1) with P̄e (hd , ψh ; ρ) given by (3.8)
and channel estimates from the LLSE (LS-INT and LS-INTP) (black) and
the sparse estimator (SP-ORCL and SP-OMP) (blue) at dξppm = 1.5 ppm
(solid) and dξppm = 3 ppm (dashed).

when paired with it. The CCS estimator seems to decrease
the sensitivity of the receiver to carrier offset considerably,
allowing the robust decoding of cooperative radios even in
relatively taxing time-varying multi-path conditions, creating
a collision free environment for cooperative relays.
A PPENDIX
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Fig.
 12. Comparison of the empirical distribution (pdf) of a single element
 {ζd }1 (A.12) (solid blue), against CN (0, {Cζ }1,1 ) (A.13) (dashed
black); with the channel (dξppm = 3 ppm) being estimated by the LS-LTI.

noise v  vec(vt , vd ) ∼ CN (0, N0 I(Kt +Kd ) ) and the matrix
Ah ∈ CKd LV ×Kt . By the linear property of Φ(·), we have
Φ(hd − ψh ) = Φ(hd ) − Φ(ψh ) ∈ CKd ×Nd , and,
2


H 
(Mi − Mj )H Φ(hd − ψh )di + MjH Φ(ψh )(di − dj ) v

≥ Φ(hd − ψh )di − Φ(ψh )(di − dj )2 − Φ(hd − ψh )di 2

A. Proof of Proposition 1
To bound P̄e (hd , ψh ; ρ) we first expand the pairwise error
event (PEP) with the error model ĥd (3.1) and yd (2.3) and
apply an high SNR approximation. For two vectors {di , dj } ∈
CNd , the conditional PEP is P di → dj | di , hd , ψ
h =
P yd − Φ(ĥd )di 2 ≥ yd − Φ(ĥd )dj 2 | di , hd , ψh . After
substituting ĥd and yd , the random event is reformulated as
2

0.1
−1

2

(Φ(hd )−Φ(ψh ))di +Mi v ≥ Φ(hd )di −Φ(ψh )dj +Mj v
(A.1)
where Mi  (−Φ (di )Ah , IKd ) ∈ CKd ×(Kt +Kd ) and Mj 
(−Φ (dj )Ah , IKd ) ∈ CKd ×(Kt +Kd ) and with a Gaussian

+ O(v2 )

(A.2)

To approximate the noise variance in (A.2) we assume good
correlation properties on the training design so that Ah AH
h <<
IKd LV , therefore

H
Mi MiH = Φ (di )Ah AH
h (Φ (di )) + IKd ≈ IKd ,

Mj MjH ≈ IKd

and

(Mi − Mj )(Mi − Mj )H ≈ 0Kd
(A.3)

For a single symbol in error, (di − dj ) = δmin em the variance
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is approximated by
(Mi − Mj ) Φ(hd − ψh )di +
H

2

≈ |δmin | φm (ψh )

2

MjH Φ(ψh )(di

− dj )

2

(A.4)

with the m-th column φm (ψh )  {Φ(ψh )}m  Φ(ψh )em ∈
CKd . The right-end side term in (A.2) can by further simplified
by
2

2

Φ(hd − ψh )di + Φ(ψh )(di − dj ) − Φ(hd − ψh )di 


H
= |δmin |2 φm (ψh )2 − 2 δmin dH
i Φ (hd − ψh )φm (ψh )
(A.5)
Given a channel realization {hd , ψh } and, since di is zeromean and has a discrete uniform distribution, we approximate
Φ(hd − ψh )di ∼ CN (0, Es Φ(hd − ψh )ΦH (hd − ψh )), therefore
(A.6)

From (A.5) and (A.6) the updated pairwise is
H
2{ δmindH
i Φ (hd − ψh )φm (ψh ) } +

2{ |δmin|φm (ψh ){v}1 } ≥ |δmin |2 φm (ψh )2

CΓ =

Nd


1 
=
E
E uΓ uH
Φ(ai )ΓΓH ΦH (ai )
s
Γ
N0
i=1

CΩ =

Nd


1 
=
E
E uΩ uH
ΦH (ai )ΩΩH Φ(ai )
s
Ω
N0
i=1

(A.7)

After restricting the average over di to the N̄e average

number nearest neighbors of dj we have P̄e hd , ψh ; ρ 


Nd
(N̄e /Nd ) m=1 Edi P(di → (di − δmin em ) | di , hd , ψh ) and
(3.4).

(A.10)

since Φ(wh )Γd  Φ (Γd)wh , ΦH (wh )Ωd  (Φ (Ωd))H wh
and ai  {Ah }i ∈ CKd LV Similarly, the noise wd is also
zero-mean and uncorrelated with wh and d, therefore

 mu =
E{ud } = 0 with normalized covariance Cu = N10 E ud uH
d
whose final expression requires CΓ and CΩ
Cu = Φ† (ψh ) INd + Es

H
2{ δmindH
i Φ (hd − ψh )φm (ψh ) } ∼

CN (0, 2Es |δmin |2 ΦH (hd − ψh )φm (ψh )2 )

E{wh } = 0 and E{wh d} = 0, it follows that E{uΓ } = 0 and
E{uΩ } = 0, with normalized covariances, CΓ ∈ CKd ×Kd and
CΩ ∈ CNd ×Nd , as

Nd


Φ(ai )ΓΓH ΦH (ai )
i=1

  †
H
+ (Φ(ai )Φ (ψh )) ΩΩH Φ(ai )Φ† (ψh )
Φ (ψh )
(A.11)
†

H

The other term, Γd (A.8), is noiseless but shows the presence
of an inter-symbol interferer (ISI) on each symbol in zd . To
evaluate the performance of a symbol-by-symbol detection, the
ISI terms are isolated as a single vector ζd (hd , ψh ) ∈ CNd ,
therefore Γd = d + ζd , and
zd = d + ζd + ud + wz

(A.12)

†

B. Proof of Proposition 2
At first we expand the expression of the equalized symbols
by substituting yd in zd , then proceed by isolating all the noise
terms from the data symbols and by discarding those of second
order. Thus, we let {A, E} ∈ CK×N and assume E H E <<
AH A, then [60]
(A + E)† ≈ (AH A + E H A + AH E)−1 (A + E)H
≈ A† − A† EA† + (AH A)−1 E H (I − AA† )
By replacing A  Φ(ψh ) and E  Φ(wh ), then Φ† (ĥd ) 
(A + E)† and, after few algebraic manipulations, the symbols
of interests can be isolated from the the noise as
zd = Γ d + ud + wz

(A.8)

with an error wz
∈ CNd such that wz 2 <
4
max(O(wh  ), O(wd 4 )) and ud ∈ CNd given by

−1
ud = ΦH (ψh )Φ(ψh )


× ΦH (ψh )wd − ΦH (ψh )Φ(wh )Γd + ΦH (wh )Ωd
(A.9)
where Γ(hd , ψh ) = INd + Φ† (ψh )Φ(hd − ψh ) ∈ CNd ×Nd and
Ω(hd , ψh ) = (IKd − Φ(ψh )Φ† (ψh ))Φ(hd − ψh ) ∈ CKd ×Nd .
where Φ(ai ) ∈ CKd ×Nd and ai  {Ah }i ∈ CKd LV .
To determine a statistical model for zd , based on a maximum entropy approximation and that uniquely depends on the
channel realizations, requires the first and second moments of
ud and Γd.
The mean of ud , mu ∈ CNd , and covariance, Cu ∈
Nd ×Nd
, require the moments of uΓ = Φ(wh )Γd ∈ CKd
C
and uΩ = ΦH (wh )Ωd ∈ CNd in (A.9). Since E{d} = 0,

where ζd = Φ (ψh )Φ(hd − ψh )d is the ISI with mean
mζ = E ζd = 0 ∈ CNd and normalized covariance
Cζ = E1s E ζd ζdH ∈ CNd ×Nd ,

H
Cζ = Φ† (ψh )Φ(hd − ψh )ΦH (hd − ψh ) Φ† (ψh ) . (A.13)
To approximate the error rate, we discard the error from the
second order noise terms and and adopt a maximum entropy
model for the ISI plus noise term in (A.12), i.e. (ζd + ud ) ∼
CN (0, Es Cζ + N0 Cu ), since ζd and ud are uncorrelated by the
mutual independence of wh , wd and d. For every pair {di , dj },
the SER is bounded by a symbol-by-symbol
  pairwise error,
Nd
i.e. P̄e (hd , ψh ; ρ) ≤ (1/Nd ) m=1
Edi
j=i P({di }m →
{dj }m |di , hd , ψh ) , that, together with the Gaussian model
(A.12) and the restriction on the nearest neighbors of dj , leads
to the result (3.8).
C. Proof of Proposition 3
We first invoke Cauchy-Schwarz [60] and upperbound the
denominator in (3.4) by

2
2
ρ−1 φm (ψh ) + ΦH (hd − ψh )φm (ψh )

2
≤ φm (ψh ) ρ−1 + Φ(hd − ψh )F
(A.14)
Since φm (ψh )2 = Jφm ψh 2 and Φ(hd − ψh )2F =
JΦ (ψh − hd )2 , the local diversity, η(ρ), is lower bounded
by
Nd
N̄e 
1
log
log ρ
Nd m=1
 

2 J
2
γmin
φm Πh a
Ea Q
ρ−1 + JΦ (Πh − Πd )a2

η(ρ) ≥ −

(A.15)
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where Πh = Ah Ψ (t)Πt ∈ CKd LV ×η̄ . The bound depends
on the distribution of a ratio of Gaussian norms, studied in
[61], which relies on the distribution of a weighted sum of
independent chi-square’s [62]. Thus, to evaluate the mean, we
∞
exploit the identity, E{Y } = 0 P(Y > y)dy and the inverse
of the Q-function, Q−1 (·) ∈ R+ , and rewrite
 

2 J
2
γmin
φm Πh a
Ea Q
ρ−1 + JΦ (Πh − Πd )a2
 1
η̄

(A.16)
P
σi (y; m)|{ã}i |2 ≤ ρ−1 dy
=
0

i=1

after an eigenvalue decomposition with the ith eigenvalue,
σi (y; m) ∈ R, specified by (4.4), for every i ∈ {1, . . . , η̄} with
ã ∼ CN (0, (1/η̄)Iη̄ ) as the equivalent channel fades whose
statistics remain unaltered after the decomposition, ã ∼ a.
Lastly, the probability in (A.16) is mapped to its distribution
[61] which leads to (4.3).
D. Proof of Proposition 4
The oracle aided receiver, informed about the set S, simplifies the minimization (5.4),
α̂S = arg min yt − Ψ (t)Gt,S αS 2

(A.17)

αS ∈C|S|

where Gt,S ∈ CKt LV ×|S| is the selected subspace of Gt ,
αS ∈ C|S| are the non-zero elements of α and α̂S ∈ C|S|
their estimate, given by the LLSE, α̂S = (Ψ (t)Gt,S )† yt .
The oracle minimizes a cost function given by the channel
MSE, Evt hd − ĥd (S)2 , that is
S = arg min Evt hd − Gd,S  αS  2
S  ∈P




= arg min hd − ψh (S  )2 + N0 Trace Ah (S  )AH
h (S )
S  ∈P

where Gd,S ∈ CKt LV ×|S| is the selected subspace of Gd
and, by basis continuation, leads to the oracle aided estimate,
ĥd = Gd,S α̂S = (Ψ (t)Gt,S )† yt , and to the error model (5.6).
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